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AN OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH:
COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION, K-12

:Uri* three years ago,_ it was possible to state that littleresearch
had been _published: on microcomputer uses In mathematics
education. That is definitely no longer the easel-While most of-the
research is still in the form:of doctoral dissertations, it has begun
to overflow _into _journals, This digest briefly presents some of the
findings-from research on mitrocomputers-which seem most perti-
nent to teachers in elementary and secondary schools, :

We know from research with larger computers that they can be
used effectively in mathematics instruction in each-of-their various
applications; Thus we have some assurance, forinstance, that:

Instruction supplemented by properly designed computer-
assisted instruction (CAI) is more effective than instruction
without:CAL _

Both drill-and-practice and tutorial forms Of CAI are-effective in
..evelopirig- mathematical skills and fostering student
achievement.
Programming skills can be taught at the elementary school level,
and extended (dramaticaily;_forthose students with time and in-
terest) at the secondary school level.
in this overview the status of implementation will- be considered

first,: before: censidering findings on computer literacy: as they
relate _to mathematics !instruction; programming and its effec-
t ivenessi tutorial- CAL,- Orill-and-practice-- programs, games,
computer-managed instruction, and; finally, attitudes toward com-
puters in the mathematics classroom.

Status Surveys
-Mathematics-has been- the- predominant subject area In which

microcomputers_ are used; although word-processing applications
are rapidly overtaking mathematical uses. The-amount-of commer-
cial software for mathematics instruction le rapidly growing;. for
the past five or six years; this softwarewas primarily for arithmetic,
With the emphasis-on drill-ancPpractice programs.- Within-the last
year.or twoi however; more and more of the software is planned to
supplemenl and eXterld topics-in the currICUlum rather than merely
provide drill and practice.- in_particular,-theamount-ot software on
problem solving is increasing; as the focusing of the curriculum on
problemsolving _advocated by the National COuncil of Teachersef
Mathematics-and other-educational voupsi combined- with-less-
thanioleasing data from:: state, : national; and international
assessments, underlines the need te improve problem-solving

much-of-the -available- software- is not sensational
from either an interest or an educational viewpoint, but both fac-
tors are improving.

For a useful means of-evaluatinjisoftware see -Heck-et al.
(1984); Teachers should also check on software evaluations
available from some Meteor regiOnal edutatiorial ageneies
such as the-Northwest-Regional taboratory-MicroSIFT Pro-
gnsrm(Holznagel &Weaver 1982436);-_See_also Nye and West
(1986), Mom Van 100 pieces of software tor mathematics
and-science-were reviewedlw elementary' teacherairomlive
schoot systems in Tennessee: Besides summarizing the-in-
tended-use- Of oath piece or softer% learning adtivities
which serve-to inteLrate the software into the mathematics
curriculum are provided;

By 1985,-a majority of elementary-schools hid five or more-com-
puters,: whitebait of the-secondary-schools had:15 or more; :ac-
cording to &survey by Becker (1985b); Only 7 percent of secondary
schools -and- 15 -percent -of elemental, schools lack -computers.
These -data show- a- clear- change from Becker's previous survey
conducted in 1983 (Becker,: 1985a). One point of interest is that
elementary schools in 1985 appeared-to-be at the-approximate
point in attaining computers where secondary schools had been in
1983;

Computer Literacy
_Computer literacy has been the focus of a number Of stUdies.

While maw studies were- concerned-with- -computer- literacy in
general, some were connected:with mathematics:instruction:

Use of microcomputer-assisted drill and practice on compute
tion E,Trlificantlyimproved-both the attitudes toward computers
and knowledge about computers;
Even a five-week summer session on mathematics and com-
puterswasiong enough- teimprove computer literacy.
Boys andgirls learn about computers equally well; but some at-
titudes differ.--Por. instance hoys -tend to- consider-computers
and- computing as-a male domain more than girls do._ _
Many students cannot be considered computer literate. For ex-
ample, onethird of the lyear-olds-and-one-fifthof the-17-year-
olds questioned-in:the:third:national mathematics assessment
believed that computers have minds of their_ own. Many did not
realize that computers requireepecial languages or that INN are
suited for doing repetitive, monotonous tasks (Carpenter et al.,
1983);

Programming
Studies on the- efWrets of teaching computer programming are

varied in their findings:
Some studies nave found no evidence that students taught corn-
outer programming-in-10M- often-with BASIC) have- higher
mathematics achievement than thoseinot taught to program;
In other studies, achievement was higher for these taught to

_ 13114trarn.
Generally;:no sex differences were found; when they were, boys
scored better-than-gins on tests of programming skill.
The same procedures were used-by-secondary school students
in :computer programming and in problem solving: heuristics,
subgoals, looking back techniques, trial and error, and regular
patterns otanalysisand synt hesistWel Is, -1981). in fact_wcit pro-
cedures were used even more frequently in programming than in
problem solving, where they are stressed in mathematics
instruction.
Instruction in computer programming in either BASIC or LOgo
appeared to have a significant effect on the ability to analyze

_ problems.
While some studies reported no significant differences betWeen
students given- -or -not- given-instruction with -Logoi _others
reported success with using Logo to teach geometric concept%
problem solving, and spatial skillS.
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TUtUr41 acHtiAtteir-Assisted instructon
A large-number Of Studies have InvolVed tutorial-CAL As would

be-expected, the findings are mixed concerning mathematics
achievement;

Uae Of CAI ptediked high& achievement than- dld conventional
instructien-Irt many cases (as well as some affective benefits);
1r at leastone case; achievement was significantly related to the
aMbUrit Of dint spenton- the computer.
No:significant differences between CAI and :conventional in-
struction were found In a smaller number of Studies.
SWRIfiCatit differences favored the non-computer groups in only
one study. -_-_

CAI costs_more than conventional InStruction, bUt is lower when
Cost-effectiveness-tbase 1 on achlevemerffY Is- considered. Ash
(1983)ifound that the cost-effectiveness index:for computation
was 2.840 for traditienal InstruCtion, more than three times
larger than that for CAI (.814-For con ceptsi_the Index:was 1.088
for traditional Instruction and:1273 for CAL From a_study_ in
Canadian schools, Hawley (1986) reported that the cost-of-CAI
was-24per dalper student more than thvicest et traditional in-
struction in grade 3; and 304 more in grade :5, When _based 011
cost per unit of gain inaChitiVeliient, ot -bir the valueplaced-on
mathematics attainment and computer literacy by school boards
and_parents; _CAI can be considered: more cost effective than
traditional-instruction, accotding to Hawley:
Use of Iheicomputer as c medium for diagnosis wasiexplored;
wtth indication that it may be more effective than the teaCher in
thiS tele.

Drill and Practice
Most- of- the studies on computer-assisted drill and: practice

focused on the elementary level where such- software- Is widely
USW. Of -1Z Stirdles, eight reported that-no significant differences
in achievement were:found between groups having :or not having
computer-assisted drill and practiCe. -In-only- four of the 12-studies
Wad achievement- higher when computer-assisted drilt and-practice
was used. This "trend has:been apparent in research with :com-
puters for over 20- years: drill and practiCe-etin be OffeetiVely ad=
ministered-by-computerkbut not necessarily nacre:effectively than
the teacher can provide non-computer drill and practice;

Games
The effeCts of various mathematicalAames-played on micro-

computeis haT been of interest to several-researchers;
Games_ were reinforcing_ and motivating. Using games as
teWatds, setting timelimits,-and playing with a peer were found
to serve as: extrinsic reinforcers.
The computer game group responded correCtly tci tWice as-many
Reins on-a-speed test of addition basic facts as did a non-game-
playing group:
While _college_ students viewed games- as problem-solving ac-
tiVitlea-and applied-a-wide variety-of problem-solving strategies,
only about half of a group of eighth graders did so; They made
limited use of such strategies as se.archingforpetterns,_while
those-not-viewing-the-Ames-as problems used random trial and
error almost exclusively (Kraus-,_ 1980); :

The impoffance and roles of challenge, fantaty, and curiosity in
games differed for elementary school boys and girls.

Computer-Managed instruction
Few-studies of CMI-haveexpliciibt considered mathematics in-

struction.- No significant differences in_ student achievement
characterize eaCh Of three such Studies. Teachers, howevekpre-
ferred microcomputer-managed systems to non-computer systems

for obvious reasons.
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Attitudes
Most strcients but not all ! like to work with computers;
Fifth-grade students who used micrecomputert fer mathematics
drill and practice and some_prowemming daily- for a-semester
were songly positive toward microcomputer use; The children
believed that microcomputers will- improve edUCatibil, that all
students should learn- about- t henvand -that- kerb- boys and girls,

_ at all:ability levels, are equally interested in them (Kahn; 1985).:
Positive _correlations between attitude:3 10ward Cemputert and
allitUdes -toward:mathematics have been -found.-
Prior computer experience may have a greater impact on attitude
toward computers than de Other fatterS. If an experience with
computers has been interesting, students want to do more with
them.:
No significant sex differenCet haVe been found in attitudes
toward computers.

Concluding Comment
As more research _involving the use of computers in mathematics

classrooms is published, We Can expect tpnave- more--detailed in-
formation-and specific suggestions:on how to use them most ef-
fectively; We know:they are a useftil tool for mathematiCs InStruc-
tion: now we must integrate thai tool into the on-going curriculum.

Many suggestions on how to use computers effectively in
mathematics instruction come from teachers' and students'
experience. Journals such as the Mathematics Teacher,
Arithmetic Teacher, School Science and Mathematics, and
The Computing Teacher provide lade you can use.
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